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Low temperature conductivity mechanisms were identified in

acceptor-doped BaTiO3 single crystals equilibrated and
quenched from high temperature under different oxygen partial

pressures. A range of acceptor ionization states were quenched

into samples doped with manganese or iron. Using an appropri-
ate equivalent circuit to interpret impedance spectroscopy data,

room temperature conductivity mechanisms in the single crystal

samples were identified, and the permittivity/temperature

dependence was also shown to be self-consistent with the nature
of a first-order ferroelectric phase transition. The primary, low

temperature, conduction mechanism in acceptor-doped BaTiO3

was determined to be dominated by the migration of oxygen

vacancies. The activation energy for oxygen vacancy migration
was experimentally determined to have a value of nearly

0.7 eV. This activation energy represents an intrinsic value for

vacancy hopping and confirms our previous work that revealed
minimal interaction between acceptor dopants and oxygen

vacancies in BaTiO3 in contrast to the well-documented

evidence of defect association in SrTiO3.

Keywords: impedance spectroscopy; vacancies; defects; elec-
trical conductivity; ferroelectricity/ferroelectric materials

I. Introduction

I N practice, measuring the intrinsic conductivity of a stoi-
chiometric, undoped oxide dielectric is a difficult task.

The raw precursors used to synthesize oxide ceramics will
always contain some small concentration of impurities. If the
majority of impurities in the material act as acceptor
dopants, the oxide will typically exhibit p-type conductivity,
and it will have high concentrations of oxygen vacancies.
Because small amounts of impurities can control the trans-
port behavior of a perovskite material, it is important to
assume that extrinsic defects control the electronic and ionic
conductivity of measurements made on nominally undoped
samples.1–4 The natural abundance of elements likely to be
found as impurities in the precursors used to make per-
ovskite materials is given in Fig. 1.5

Figure 1 shows that there are far more naturally occurring
elements that act as acceptors compared to donors in per-
ovskite A2þB4þO2�

3 chemistries. The most abundant impuri-
ties, the Group 1 Alkali metals, form large aliovalent ions
that can substitute on the perovskite A-site. Most transition
metals have ionic radii that are similar to the intrinsic size of

Ti4+ when their valence is 4+ or less and placed in octahe-
dral symmetry.6 Transition metals with common valence
states 5+ or greater with ionic radii similar to Ti4+ like
Nb5+, Ta5+, W5+/6+, Mo5+/6+ that can act as B-site substi-
tuted donors or large rare-earth ions that can act as A-site
donors are less common than the lighter elements that act as
acceptors. In fact, the four most naturally occurring acceptor
ions in order of predominance are aluminum, iron, sodium,
and potassium, and even the least abundant of these four
ions is found in the Earth’s crust at concentrations of more
than three orders of magnitude greater than one of the most
common donor ions (niobium). As a result, the most com-
mon impurities in the raw materials that are used to make
barium and strontium titanate will inevitably contain much
more acceptors compared to donors. The effect of trace
impurities on the extrinsic doping mechanism in nominally
undoped, pure materials has been well documented.1,7 Com-
paring the listed impurities in references1,7 with the most
abundant acceptor elements shown in Fig. 1 reveals close
agreement. Unless a A2þB4þO2�

3 perovskite is heavily donor
doped, the material will contain many oxygen vacancies at a
concentration fixed by the acceptor impurity, 2½V��

O � ¼ D½AD
Ti�,

where the defect concentrations are given in Kr€oger–Vink
notation, and Δ represents the charge on the acceptor, A,
with respect to the neutral lattice.

Oxygen vacancy mobility derived using an ionic hopping
model is typically expressed as:

lion ¼
zifiqeao

2mi
6kbT

exp
DSmig

kb

� �
exp � EA

kbT

� �
(1)

with DSmig as the ionic migration entropy, fi the geometric
factor equal to the number of oxygen nearest neighbor sites, zi
and qe the valence and electronic charge of the ion, respec-
tively, and the hopping attempt frequency parameter vi is inde-
pendent of temperature and should have a similar value for
similar materials.8 The value ao is the hopping distance equal
to the separation between neighboring oxygen sites. The
parameters ao, DSmig, and EA are dependent on local structure
and should be anticipated to have discontinuous values on
either side of a displacive first-order ferroelectric phase transi-
tion. However, the spontaneous strain at the cubic/tetragonal
phase transition in BaTiO3 is smaller compared to other ferro-
electrics like PbTiO3; the spontaneous strain at the phase tran-
sition in BaTiO3 is 0.18% and �0.09% along the c and a-axis,
respectively, as opposed to strains nearly an order of magni-
tude higher in PbTiO3 measured at 1.3% and �0.3%.9,10 As a
result, it is expected that the small changes in lattice constants
in BaTiO3 at the cubic/tetragonal phase transition will result in
negligible changes to the ao terms leading to no noticeable vari-
ation in the magnitude of ionic conduction. In ionic crystals,
values of DSmig are typically on the order of a couple kb, and
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comparing materials with the same structure and dissimilar lat-
tice constants, such as NaCl and KCl, the difference in magni-
tude in DSmig for vacancy hopping is negligible.11,12 The
transition from paraelectric to ferroelectric should also have
an effect on the magnitude and anisotropy of the EA term, but
changes to EA at the phase transition would need to be larger
than a few meV to be experimentally observable. It should also
be noted that the measurements in this study were performed
on multi-domain crystals; and as a result, the measured ionic
conductivity in the tetragonal phase should reflect the parallel
combination of ionic conductivity through a and c-domains.

After considering the discussion of Eq. 1, it is not immedi-
ately obvious why similar perovskite systems, especially when
measured at high temperature in the cubic phase, have signif-
icantly different magnitudes of ionic mobility. Based on phe-
nomenological considerations, the predicted activation
enthalpy difference for ionic migration should differ by
<0.1 eV between SrTiO3 and BaTiO3.

13,14 In the literature
however, the ionic migration enthalpy experimentally mea-
sured at high temperatures can range from 0.3 eV in SrTiO3

to 2.8 eV in BaTiO3.
15,16 A comprehensive list of experimen-

tally measured values for the migration enthalpy of oxygen
vacancies in SrTiO3 is given in reference17 and for BaTiO3 in
reference13.

In order to determine the low temperature mobility of
oxygen vacancies and to draw conclusions regarding the dif-
ferences in defect association between oxygen vacancies and
acceptor dopant sites in paraelectric and ferroelectric per-
ovskite materials, the impedance responses of manganese and
iron-doped BaTiO3 single crystals were studied. All of the
samples in this study were multi-domain <001> oriented
single crystals doped with 0.5 mol% acceptor concentration
and were special ordered from Ceracomp Co1.18 The crystals

were grown using a solid-state crystal growth (SSCG) tech-
nique and were cut to dimensions of 5 9 5 9 0.5 mm. The
single crystals were equilibrated at high temperature under
varying oxygen activities by flowing dry N2/H2 gas mixtures
and quenched before each impedance test was made on sam-
ples with sputtered platinum electrodes. One manganese-
doped single crystal was crushed and x-ray diffraction
revealed no secondary phases. Historically, BaTiO3 ceramics
exhibit relatively poor solubility on either side of the Ba-rich
or Ti-rich stoichiometry compared to SrTiO3.

19–22 Crystals
grown using the SSCG method are typically slightly titania
rich.23,24 For single phase material, small deviations from
perfect stoichiometry, regardless of an A/B ratio greater or
less than unity, result in partial Schottky charge compensa-
tion mechanisms dominated by increases in oxygen vacancy
concentration.20 For this study, small deviations in stoi-
chiometry should not affect the reported results because sam-
ples with large acceptor concentrations were intentionally
chosen in order to test samples with large oxygen vacancy
concentrations. The motivation for these room temperature
conductivity experiments and details on the preparation of
the samples was given in a preceeding paper.25 It should be
noted that similar work has been previously published on the
conductivity of BaTiO3 single crystals.26 However, in the
cited work, the conductivity was measured using dc tech-
niques with applied fields of 1.5 kV/cm and greater. It is
well-reported that moderate electric fields can result in
domain wall motion at sub-coercive switching fields, and the
result of this nonlinear response can have a large measure-
able effect on the dielectric response.27–29 The data in this
study, measured by impedance spectroscopy with maximum
applied ac fields of 0.02 kV/cm, is well below the critical field
above which nonlinear effects will be observed in BaTiO3.

30

II. Experimental Results

A typical complex modulus plot for a BaTiO3 crystal doped
with manganese is shown in Fig. 2. The real and imaginary
modulus is plotted as a function of frequency in order to
observe all of the relevant impedance data over a broad
range of temperatures. The complex impedance data was
gathered for samples equilibrated under different oxygen par-
tial pressures at 900°C followed by quenching the samples to
room temperature. The model used to fit the data was
explained in detail in Part I of this series and is based on a
simple electronically permeable, ionically blocking electrode,

Fig. 1. The natural abundance of the first 83 elements in the
Earth’s crust.5 Included are the common A and B-site fixed valence
acceptor and donor dopants marked by red and blue circles,
respectively, for an A2þB4þO2�

3 perovskite. Elements with ionic radii
larger than 90 pm in octahedral coordination were assumed to
occupy the perovskite A-site.5 The common acceptors include both
alkali and transition-metal ions. Isovalent dopants are given as black
circles. Nonmetals are marked by grey squares. Open purple circles
denote transition-metal ions that are redox-active. These ions take
on different valence states and are often reduced to acceptor states in
materials that accommodate oxygen deficiencies. The lanthanide ions
often have ionic radii intermediate between the perovskite A and B-
sites. These ions can simultaneously occupy both cation sites and
often act as amphoteric dopants.

Fig. 2. The real (a) and imaginary (b) modulus of 0.5 mol% Mn-
doped BaTiO3 single crystal equilibrated in air at 600°C. Data are
given for a range of temperatures with each temperature step equal
to 10°C over a range from 30°C to 250°C.

1The identification of any commercial product or trade name does not imply
endorsement or recommendation by the National Institute of Standards and Technol-
ogy.
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mixed conducting system.25 This mixed conduction model
has been successfully used to model conductivity in other
acceptor-doped perovskite systems.31–34

Values of the bulk conductivity as a function of tempera-
ture for iron-doped single-crystal samples of BaTiO3 are
given in Fig. 3. Small anomalies in the conductivity data
may be seen around the ferroelectric/paraelectric phase tran-
sition temperature, T0, for the most reduced sample in Fig. 3.
These points are artefacts of the high loss and high sensitiv-
ity to small temperature fluctuations at T0. In addition to the
experimental data in Fig. 3, the intrinsic ionic conductivity
value for a system doped with 0.5 mol% iron was included.

The intrinsic ionic conductivity is calculated by consider-
ing the diffusivity of oxygen vacancies measured by Kessel
et al.13 The corrected diffusivity expression for their work is
given as follows:

DV��
O

cm2

s

� �
¼ 6:4� 10�3 exp � 0:70eV

kbT

� �
(2)

The conductivity can then be predicted for a completely ioni-
cally compensated acceptor-doped system as follows:

rV��
O
¼

D½AD�ð Þ
2 DV��

O
ðziqeÞ2

kbT
(3)

It is clear from Fig. 3 that the bulk conductivity is almost
continuous through the Curie transition temperature as the
sample is heated from the tetragonal to cubic phase. The dis-
continuous first-order phase transition is readily observed via
the bulk modulus data in Fig. 2. As the conductivity is
approximately continuous (within the error of the measure-
ment) through the transition, whereas the permittivity is not,
a clear discontinuity can be seen in the RC time constant in
Fig. 2. The smooth transition of the bulk conductivity
through the phase transition is important, because at these
low measuring temperatures, the bulk conductivity is argued
to be controlled by oxygen vacancy mobility given by the
expression in Eq. 1.

It was stated during the discussion of Eq. 1 that effects of
the ferroelectric phase transition on the intrinsic mobility
parameters, ao, ΔSmig, and EA, should be small. One further
issue that potentially perturbs the ionic mobility includes the

potential interactions of charge carriers with the ferroelectric
domain walls.35–37 However, because there is no noticeable
anomaly in the bulk conductivity through the phase transi-
tion, it will be assumed that a majority of vacancies are not
pinned by ferroelectric domains in this study. Generalizations
concerning the effect of ferroelectric domains on ionic con-
duction will be avoided. The authors will admit that domain
engineered samples with much finer sized domain configura-
tions could have more considerable effects on the results.38–40

Because the BaTiO3 phase transition seems to have little
effect on the ionic conductivity of the sample, the large dis-
crepancies in measured activation energy of vacancy hopping
between similar lattices of SrTiO3 and BaTiO3 are again
called into question especially considering the measurements
cited in reference13 were made at temperatures far above the
tetragonal/cubic phase transition. The smooth relationship of
the conductivity as it is cooled or heated through the transi-
tion temperature is also present in 0.5 mol% manganese-
doped BaTiO3 single crystals. The conductivity data for Mn-
doped crystals equilibrated under varying degrees of oxygen
activity is shown in Fig. 4. The intrinsic value of ionic con-
ductivity is again plotted alongside the experimental data in
Fig. 4 for Mn00Ti-oxygen vacancy compensation, using Eqs. 2
and 3, and the close agreement between the predicted magni-
tude and slope should be noted.

Again, the bulk conductivity exhibits a nearly perfect
Arrhenius behavior at low temperatures in the case of man-
ganese-doped BaTiO3 as in the case of iron-doped crystals.
The activation energy of the conductivity should be con-
trolled by oxygen vacancies at low temperatures in these
highly acceptor-doped single crystals. As in Part I of this ser-
ies, the activation energy of conductivity measured by impe-
dance spectroscopy nearly perfectly agrees with the highly
reliable values measured by isotope exchange and time-of-
flight secondary ion mass spectroscopy studies conducted on
both SrTiO3 and BaTiO3 single crystals.13,17

III. Discussion

Unlike the case of iron-doped BaTiO3 and SrTiO3, the man-
ganese dopant results in much larger changes to the magni-
tude of the conductivity as a function of oxygen partial
pressure during high temperature equilibration. For both the
SrTiO3 and BaTiO3 iron-doped compositions, the color of
the crystal appears to stop changing after the sample is
annealed at partial pressures of 2 9 10�6 MPa or lower. The
manganese-doped sample, however, continues to change

Fig. 3. The bulk conductivity of 0.5 mol% Fe-doped BaTiO3 single
crystals equilibrated under different oxygen activities. The intrinsic
ionic conductivity was calculated using Eqs. 2 and 3 assuming
0.5 mol% acceptor concentrations of Fe0Ti.

Fig. 4. The bulk conductivity for 0.5 mol% Mn-doped BaTiO3

single crystals equilibrated under different oxygen activities. The
intrinsic ionic conductivity was calculated using Eqs. 2 and 3
assuming 0.5 mol% acceptor concentrations of Mn00Ti.
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color as it is annealed under more reducing conditions. These
results agree well with the transition metal ion valence state
studies of doped BaTiO3 made by Hagemann and Ihrig.41

For the equilibration conditions used for the iron dopant,
the ion is most often in the Fe3+ state at room tempera-
ture.25,42–44 The manganese ion however, can more easily
take on multiple valence states according to the following
mass action reactions:

Mn�Ti $ Mn0Ti þ h� ) p Mn0Ti
� �
Mn�Ti
� � ¼ NV Tð Þ exp � E1

A

kbT

� �

(4)

Mn0Ti $ Mn00Ti þ h� ) p Mn00Ti
� �
Mn0Ti
� � ¼ NV Tð Þ exp � E2

A

kbT

� �

(5)

where NV Tð Þ is the density of states in the valence band and
E1
A and E2

A are the ionization energies of the Mn3+/Mn4+

and Mn2+/Mn3+ transitions, respectively. These ionization
energies were measured by Hagemann and collected by
Wechsler and Klein for BaTiO3 ceramics.45 The ionization
values for the E1

A and E2
A transitions for manganese in the

BaTiO3 lattice are 1.3 eV and 1.9 eV, respectively, and
0.8 eV and 2.4 eV for the equivalent transitions for iron. The
effect each dopant has on the conductivity of the single crys-
tals measured in Figs. 3 and 4 can be estimated using
Eqs. (4) and (5) with the additional mass action equations
given in Part I of this series for SrTiO3.

There are plenty of studies available in the literature
where the mass action constants have been calculated for
the BaTiO3 system; however, the mass action values for the
oxygen reduction equation, band gap, density of states, and
electron and hole mobilities are similar in magnitude to the
SrTiO3 system.46 The mass action equations given by Moos
and H€ardtl in Part I of this series are preferred because they
have included the temperature dependence of the density of
states as well as the band gap.47 Using these defect equa-
tions along with Eqs. 4 and 5, the normalized oxygen
vacancy concentration was calculated for samples with
0.5 mol% dopant equilibrated and quenched from 900°C as
a function of oxygen partial pressure and plotted in Fig. 5.
The average measured conductivity, normalized to the con-
ductivity of samples equilibrated in air, at temperatures
below 200°C for the manganese and iron-doped BaTiO3

data in Figs. 3 and 4 is included in Fig. 5. The ionization
energies of Eqs. 4 and 5 will be assumed to constitute rela-
tive values. These energies tend to have a large range in the
literature.45,48,49 To compensate for this uncertainty, the
value of the 3+/4+ transition calculated by Hagemann was
fixed, and the 2+/3+ ionization energy was allowed to take
on a range of values in Fig. 5. The data was plotted in this
manner to illustrate the relative effect the difference in
energy between these two transitions has on the quenched
concentration of oxygen vacancies in the system.

For the iron-doped system, the large ionization energy for
the 2+/3+ transition requires Fe0Ti

� � ¼ 2 V��
O

� �
to be the dom-

inant charge compensation mechanism at 900°C regardless of
the oxygen partial pressure. Exhausting the maximum accep-
tor compensation for a manganese-doped material takes a
much broader range of oxygen partial pressures than it does
for the iron-doped system as both manganese valence states
are energetically available at the temperatures used in this
study Mn0Ti

� �þ 2 Mn00Ti
� � ¼ 2 V��

O

� �
. As can be seen in Fig. 4,

saturation of the oxygen vacancy concentration, and thus
frozen-in ionic conductivity at low temperatures, is
approached near 10�18 MPa pO2

at temperatures of 900°C for
the manganese system.

In addition to fitting the complex impedance data of the
BaTiO3 samples in order to extract the bulk conductivity val-
ues, the static dielectric permittivity can also be calculated
from the fit of the high frequency impedance. In order to
demonstrate the appropriateness of the equivalent circuit
model used to fit the impedance data, the static dielectric
constant calculated from the fit of the impedance data is
plotted as a function of temperature in Fig. 6. The data in
Fig. 6 agrees well with the expected permittivity data for
BaTiO3 as function of temperature through the paraelectric/
ferroelectric transition.50 The data also exhibits a typical shift
in the Curie temperature as a function of equilibration atmo-
sphere for the manganese-doped samples. This same type of
dependence of Curie temperature on acceptor ionization state
has been observed in similar aged samples doped with iron
and manganese.41,51

In addition to the permittivity data plotted in Fig. 6, the
fit of the impedance data can be checked against the required
Curie–Weiss behavior that should be observed in the ferro-
electric crystals. The Curie–Weiss law is given as follows:

er � 1 ¼ C

T� T0
(6)

where C is the Curie constant and T0 is the Curie tempera-
ture. A plot of inverse permittivity, 1/er, versus absolute tem-
perature should result in a linear relationship with a slope
equal to the Curie constant and intercept at the y-axis equiv-
alent to T0. This relationship for the data in Fig. 6 is plotted
in Fig. 7. The Curie constant and T0 for the fitted data in
Fig. 7 are presented in Table I.

A large shift in T0 as a function of oxygen activity is con-
firmed in the manganese-doped samples. In the previously
mentioned study, a shift in T0 of approximately 15°C is seen
for similar dopant concentrations (0.5 mol% Mn) in BaTiO3

samples annealed in oxygen compared to samples annealed
in hydrogen mixtures while minimal shifts in T0 are seen for
iron-doped samples similar to the results presented in
Table I.41 Higher reduction conditions result in a shift of the
T0 to lower temperatures away from the intrinsic value of an
undoped sample around 127°C.52 Even though the T0 of the

Fig. 5. Normalized equilibrium oxygen vacancy concentration
for iron and manganese-doped BaTiO3 at 900°C. The vacancy
concentrations are normalized to the equilibrium concentration at
0.02 MPa. The open circles were calculated from Figs. 3 and 4 and
represent the conductivity ratio r(pO2

)/r(air) at temperatures below
200°C.
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iron-doped crystal shows a negligible dependence on oxygen
activity, the T0 value is measured at a much lower tempera-
ture than that of intrinsic BaTiO3. The manganese-doped
samples, in fact, approach the values of the iron-doped sam-
ples under strong reducing conditions.

The effect of impurity acceptor ions on the displacement
of the intrinsic T0 has been previously explained by K.A.
Muller.53 In summation, the Fe3+ and Mn2+ ions remain
centered in the oxygen octahedron and do not participate in
ferroelectric displacements. The larger the concentration of
Fe3+ or Mn2+ in the sample, the larger the volume of
crystalline regions in the sample that do not take part in the

collective spontaneous polarization of the ferroelectric phase.
As was shown from the impedance data, the iron-doped
samples are all nearly saturated with Fe3+ regardless of the
preparation conditions, whereas the manganese-doped
samples require low pO2

reduction conditions to saturate the
concentration of Mn2+. These observations are typical of
other reported results for acceptor-doped BaTiO3 materials
and are indicative of an acceptor ion substituted on the
B-site of perovskite lattice surrounded by a full oxygen
octahedron.41,50,53

As described using Fig. 1, impurities in the precursor
oxide materials make the likelihood of being able to

Fig. 6. The fitted permittivity data extracted from the complex impedance measured on (a) 0.5 mol% Fe-doped BaTiO3 and (b) 0.5 mol%
Mn-doped BaTiO3.

Fig. 7. Fits of the data in Figure 5 to the Curie–Weiss law for (a) 0.5 mol% Fe-doped BaTiO3 and (b) 0.5 mol% Mn-doped BaTiO3.

Table I. Curie–Weiss Fit Parameters with the Standard Uncertainty of the Experimentally Observed Values for Fe and Mn Single
Crystal Samples Equilibrated Under Various pO2

Conditions

Fe annealing condition (atm)
0.2 2 9 10�5 4 9 10�4 1 9 10�18

T0 (°C) 104 � 1 103 � 1 100 � 2 106 � 2
C (9104°C) 17.2 � 0.2 16.9 � 0.2 16.7 � 0.3 15.7 � 0.4

Mn annealing condition (atm)
0.2 2 9 10�5 5 9 10�12 2 9 10�19

T0 (°C) 115 � 1 107 � 2 104 � 1 102 � 2
C (9104°C) 15.8 � 0.2 17.5 � 0.4 16.9 � 0.1 18.0 � 0.4

Low Temperature Conductivity of BaTiO3 5



synthesize a truly undoped sample small. The acceptor
dopant concentration fixes the large oxygen vacancy concen-
trations during processing or subsequent equilibration pro-
cesses, and the slow surface reoxidation kinetics limits the
ability of the single crystal samples to undergo the necessary
redox reactions required to oxidize the acceptor dopants to
the room temperature neutral states (A�

Ti). For the tempera-
ture ranges considered in this study, it was shown in Part I
that the activation energy of the bulk conductivity of SrTiO3

or BaTiO3 should be controlled by the ionic mobility or the
concentration of holes which has an activation energy given
by the mass action Eqs. 4 and 5.

The activation energy for bulk conductivity was found to
be the same for both manganese and iron-doped BaTiO3 in
this study, and the acceptor ionization energies for these two
dopants have been shown to have significantly higher values
than the low bulk conductivity activation energy of nearly
0.7 eV measured for both BaTiO3 and SrTiO3.

45 This 0.7 eV
activation energy value for oxygen vacancy hopping has
recently been measured by tracer diffusion in BaTiO3 using
oxygen isotope exchange with time-of-flight secondary ion
mass spectroscopy TOF-SIMS.13 The range of reported acti-
vation energies for oxygen vacancy hopping is expansive as
previously discussed. Most of the reported values that are
>1.0 eV were measured at high temperatures where the ionic
conductivity is the minority component of the total bulk con-
ductivity.54,55 In these cited studies, the extrinsic contribution
of impurity transition metal defects in the system is difficult
to control or account for partially because the ionization
energies for deeper impurity valence states not typically seen
in samples measured at room temperature are energetically
accessible at high temperatures. The oxygen isotope exchange
TOF-SIMS experiments are able to avert both of these
experimental complications because: (1) the ionic component
of the measured response does not need to be separated from
an electronic component, and (2) if proper care is taken, the
negative effects of impurities on the analysis of vacancy
mobility can be avoided with isotope exchange experiments.
To clarify, the tracer diffusivity measured by isotope
exchange diffusion experiments is a function of both the
vacancy diffusivity and concentration of the oxygen vacan-
cies. Therefore, the enthalpy of migration for the tracer is17:

DHD� ¼
d ln DV��

O

� �

d 1
kbT

� � � d ln ½V��
O �� 	

d 1
kbT

� � (7)

If a sample has redox-active impurities, the vacancy con-
centration will decrease as the sample is cooled from high tem-
peratures; and according to Eq. 7, this change in
concentration will have an additive effect on the measured tra-
cer enthalpy of migration. The exclusion of redox-active
impurities from the defect chemical models of perovskite con-
ductivity may explain the erroneously large values measured
by other researchers. However, for isotope exchange measure-
ments, if the concentration of redox-active impurities is less
than the concentration of impurities with fixed valence, the
vacancy concentration will remain fixed over the measurement
temperature range. In both isotope exchange studies cited in
this work, proper care was taken to analyze the impurity con-
centrations. In the SrTiO3 work, the major impurities were
determined to be fixed valence acceptors Al0Ti and Mg00Ti, and
in the BaTiO3 work, the major impurities were determined to
be Zn00Ti.

13,17 As a result, these studies on single crystals sys-
tems should represent the most accurate measurement of
intrinsic oxygen vacancy mobility in SrTiO3 and BaTiO3.

13,17

By equilibrating appropriately acceptor-doped SrTiO3 and
BaTiO3 single crystals, high ionic transference can be
quenched to low temperatures allowing the activation energy
of the bulk conductivity to represent the barrier for oxygen
vacancy hopping. The activation energies measured by Kessel

et al. and De Souza et al. should represent the lower limit
for the activation energy of bulk conductivity in SrTiO3 and
BaTiO3. If larger activation energies are measured in
quenched, acceptor-doped systems, the interaction of oxygen
vacancies with acceptor defect centers may impact the effec-
tive vacancy mobility at low temperatures. Recently, the
effect of defect complex formation on the mobility of oxygen
vacancies was theoretically calculated for a few common
transition-metal impurities.56 Nickel was shown to have the
biggest impact on oxygen vacancy migration in SrTiO3,
increasing the effective barrier for hopping to nearly 1 eV
from the intrinsic value of 0.62 eV. This high activation
energy has been measured experimentally in quenched
SrTiO3 samples doped with nickel.57 The formation of defect
complexes in nickel-doped SrTiO3 single crystals of the form
Ni0Ti � V��

O

� 	�
has also be confirmed with electron paramag-

netic resonance (EPR) measurements.58 The activation energy
of 0.59-0.78 eV measured in iron-doped SrTiO3 in Part I of
this study is higher than the intrinsic value of 0.62 eV.17

Defect complexes of Fe0Ti � V��
O

� 	�
have also been proven to

form at low temperatures in SrTiO3 single crystals, so these
results (the low temperature ionic conductivity in nickel-
doped SrTiO3 has a significantly higher activation energy
than that of iron-doped SrTiO3) suggest that the association
energy for iron related defect complexes is smaller than that
of nickel complexes.59,60 Unlike the SrTiO3 system, it has
been shown in a recent study, that defect complexes between
oxygen vacancies and manganese dopants are not the major-
ity point defects in the BaTiO3 system; most of the charge
compensating oxygen vacancy defects are free and do not
form a defect complex.50 Additionally, the Fe0Ti � V��

O

� 	�
defect complex has only been observed by EPR in BaTiO3 in
one study and only at low temperature in the rhombohedral
phase.61 There are additional published claims of the
Fe0Ti � V��

O

� 	�
complex characterized by EPR in the litera-

ture; however, these studies have major flaws that include
making measurements on crystals that have a cubic/tetrago-
nal phase transition at 20°C as well as making measurements
on polycrystalline iron-doped BaTiO3 in which the character-
ization of the EPR signal as that of Fe0Ti � V��

O

� 	�
should be

questioned.62–64 As shown in Figs. 3 and 4, the activation
energy for vacancy migration is identical in iron and man-
ganese-doped BaTiO3, and this value agrees with the intrinsic
value of 0.7 eV measured by TOF-SIMS.13 These results
from conductivity measurements support the observation
that Fe0Ti � V��

O

� 	�
and Mn00Ti � V��

O

� 	�
defect complexes are

minority defects in BaTiO3 in the tetragonal and cubic
phases and do not affect the oxygen vacancy sublattice in a
similar manner seen in SrTiO3. The reason defect complexes
form readily in the SrTiO3 lattice but not in BaTiO3 is still
not understood and deserves further attention.

IV. Conclusions

Acceptor-doped ferroelectric BaTiO3 samples were shown to
exhibit low temperature conductivity dominated by oxygen
vacancy migration. The transition from cubic to tetragonal
symmetry resulted in negligible changes to the vacancy mobil-
ity. The similarity in structures and lattice constants between
the two SrTiO3 and BaTiO3 systems suggests an ionic hopping
conduction mechanism should result in similar activation
energies for both perovskites. The data presented in this study
offers strong evidence to support the idea that both systems
share complementary ionic conductivity behavior at low tem-
peratures. The primary difference between the two perovskites
is the definite tendency for SrTiO3 to form oxygen vacancy
defect complexes at low temperatures, whereas this driving
force for defect association in BaTiO3 is not as strong result-
ing in a temperature and acceptor concentration-dependent
vacancy mobility expression for SrTiO3 and a classic tempera-
ture-independent expression suitable for BaTiO3.
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